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Leeds Building Society launches 1.00% five year fixed rate ISA 
 

Savers seeking the security of a long term fixed rate for their tax-free nest egg can take advantage of 
an improved 1.00% ISA from Leeds Building Society. 

From today (14 April) the Society is launching a new Five Year Fixed Rate Cash ISA paying 1.00% 
tax-free† pa/AER, increasing the choice for savers looking for higher rates as the 2021/2022 tax year 
gets underway.   

The Five Year Fixed Rate Cash ISA is available online, in branch and via post, with interest paid 
annually.  

“The start of the new tax year is a time many savers look to the future and consider their options,” 
says Matt Bartle, Director of Products at Leeds Building Society. 

“With so much in life seeming more uncertain than usual, more people may be looking for products 
which offer an improved return if they’re able to lock their money away for a longer term, in return for 
the security of a guaranteed rate. 

“Those investors who prefer to plan ahead and build a nest egg can take advantage of our new tax-
free ISA to help them meet their savings goals.” 

A nationwide poll** of Leeds Building Society members found tax-free saving in ISAs still holds 
appeal for savers with the majority saying they intend to investigate this type of investing for the new 
tax year. Almost two thirds (65%) of respondents either plan to open a new ISA or take a look at 
what’s on offer before making a decision whether to switch during ISA season. 

The ISA research was carried out via the Society’s TalkingPoint online member platform, which is one 
of the key ways members contribute opinions, feedback and ideas which offer insights to help shape 
the Society’s products and services. 

Ends 

†Tax-free means that interest payable is exempt from income tax.  

*AER stands for Annual Equivalent Rate and illustrates what the interest rate would be if interest was 
paid and added each year. 

**A poll sought the views of 568 members of Leeds Building Society in February 2021.  

 

Key features 

5 Year Fixed Rate Cash ISA (Issue 117) 



 Fixed rate of 1.00% tax-free† pa/AER* fixed rate ISA until 31 May 2026 

 Minimum investment £100 

 Maximum investment is £20,000 in 2021/22, plus previous years’ ISA subscriptions  

 Interest is calculated and paid annually from 31 May 2022, until 31 May 2026 

 Interest can be credited to the account, or transferred to another account held with the Society or 
elsewhere  

 No withdrawals allowed. If withdrawal restrictions are broken, 365 days loss of interest 

 Can be opened and operated online, in branch or by post 
 

Notes to Editors 

Leeds Building Society has received a Gold Ribbon from Fairer Finance for savings accounts for the 
third year running, based on customer happiness and trust, along with the ability to explain things 
clearly. 

The Society operates throughout the UK and had assets of £20.6bn at 31 December 2020 (£20.8bn 

at 31 December 2019). The UK’s fifth-largest mutual has its head office in the centre of Leeds, where 

it has been based since 1886. 

 


